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A Parents Best Book of the Year!Celebrated illustrator Petr HorÃ¡cek offers a pop-up introduction to

opposites with the help of a variety of creatures.Turn the pages, lift the flaps, and see animals of all

shapes and sizes bring the world of opposites to life. From slow snail to fast cheetah, heavy hippo to

light butterfly, smooth frog to prickly porcupine, Petr HorÃ¡cekâ€™s brightly colored pop-up animals

and interactive flaps make early learning irresistible and fun.
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This book is a hit at daycare (toddler room, my son is 2) and is stored in the closet with "special

books and toys." My son asks for it all the time so I bought him a copy for a recent plane trip. He

loves it, and will read it again and again. It held his interest for a long time and has taught him about

opposites.It is a book that I keep on the top shelf because he would destroy pop-ups if he had 24/7

access (the version at daycare is missing some parts.)Cons:-I don't like the "fat pig" page - the pig

isn't even fat!

I saw this book listed as one of the best books for little ones this year. I bought if sight unseen and

was delighted. (So was my grandson) Very clever illustrations and construction in this book. A must

for the 2-4 year old learning about opposites!



What can I say.. it is a beautiful fold out childs book of comparisons of opposites. It is one of our

grandson's favorite books, not to say ours as well. it is a book with fold out pictures and pieces of

animals and is not a book for a child to use alone as the pop-outs will soon be destroyed.

This is a wonderful book! After purchasing a copy for my grandchild, I realized that I just had to

purchase one for my classroom as well. I read it to the children the day after it arrived, and they

loved it as much as I did.

I bought this book for my son for his first birthday, and he loves discovering the animals and

watching their moving pop-up parts (he would also love to grab them, so for now I have to keep his

little hands away). This book is very beautifully made and is sure to be a treasured gift for years to

come.

Such an awesome popup book. Super vibrant and quality like the ones I remember from my

childhood. I got this for my baby for Christmas so I haven't seen his reaction yet but definitely a hit

with me right now!

Awesome pop up book. Very vivid pictures of animals and simple to read. Got them as Christmas

gifts for several kids under the age of 4 and every single one of them love it! They all wanted to read

it over and over again. I am getting a few more to give as presents.

The pop-ups are bright, eye-catching, and well executed. The colors are exciting.The opposites

chosen are not the usual ones we think of when trying to explain opposites. And the elephant at the

end is ENORMOUS!
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